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Holistic Education is rooted in experimental learning and
focuses on the development of every person's intellectual,
emotional, social, physical, artistic, creative, spiritual and
authentic potential. It seeks to engage and connect
students in the teaching/learning process and encourages
personal and collective responsibility. To create a balance
of one's self, those around them and our Mother Earth.

Welcome to Mother Earth's Learning Village
About Us
We are a community of educators that strongly believe, that children's wellness, mind
body and spirit comes first before any meaningful learning can be acquired. We believe
that when children are connected and valued they become the most authentic and
showcase their learning style, We intuitively use that connection, flexibility and
understanding to create the best learning environment that meets their individual needs
while providing a collective and inclusive mindset within the group setting.

What is Holistic Education?
““Holistic education is a philosophy of education based on the premise that each person
find identity, meaning, and purpose in life through connections to the community, to the
natural world, and to humanitarian values such as compassion and peace. Holistic
education aims to call forth from people an intrinsic reverence for life and a passionate
love of learning.””
— Ron Miller- Pioneer in Holistic Education
Mission:
Our Mission is to create a space of oneness, where our authentic gifts are empowered
through connection and experimental learning. Where we value the presence of
compassion and understanding. We strive on collaboration with children to create
intentional learning, through field trips, active or focused learning, and our environment
around us.

Vision:
To create diverse alternative education and a holistic community, where our unique
qualities make us amazing. Where our Free Spirited way of learning and expressing
ourselves is authentic and true. Where our connection to Mother Earth and each other
create harmonious views, visionaries and life long learners.

Our Core Values:
Authenticity
Accountability and Reflection
Connection to Ones Self, Each Other and Mother Earth
Whole Child Development and Connection Between Mind, Body and Spirit
Environmental Sustainability and Stewardship
Community Building and Community Interactions
Children's Wellness and Mental Well Being
Understanding our Own Internal Compass

Our Holistic Education Facilitators:
Our passionate team of facilitators are Early Childhood Educators and Educational Assistants, with
interests and experience in outdoor education. Some specialize in children's wellness, alternative
learning styles and intuitive teaching. They not only inspire children to learn through their own
intuitive gifts but live a holistic lifestyle, connecting their own mind, body and spirit to their innate
gifts and love of learning.

Role of the Educator:
At The Village, children are viewed as competent and capable learners engaged
in their own process. Thus, the traditional role of the educator is re-written.
This involves guidance and support that allows children the space, time and opportunity to explore
their own interests. Educators and adults are not the―experts! We can learn alongside children with
a strong emphasis on observation. The facilitator sparks engagement and connection, keeps everyone
safe, builds community, and inspires learning – but also knows when to just get out of the way and let
it all happen organically.

Role of the Child:
Children will intuitively lead themselves to the experiences and learning they seek. Each day is
different and through their play they are creating deep connections with the natural world and each
other, while developing social and physical skills, and inevitably recognizing themselves as an
important part of a larger whole. They will be inspired to be in control of their own learning
outcomes while they fulfill their wonder through experimental and hands on learning.

Mother Earth as an Amazing 3rd Teacher!
We spend a good portion of our day in the woods and creeks, where children learn
through their own exploration and wonder. We are blessed to be able to keep it local,
this gives children an appreciation of all the amazement in their own backyard. As we
immerse our learning-community in the same outdoor setting on a regular basis,
students develop a lasting connection with and respect for nature. Children will
create their own vegetable and pollinating gardens and will maintain the growth of
their plants. The children will be Eco- Warriors for their learning habitat and will
only leave foot prints. When children have a love for their environment and all of the
creatures they grow into adults that have an awareness of our precious gift we call our
Mother Earth.

Our Programs
The Village Roots: Children from 2.5 years old to 4 years old

This program is designed for our early learners, children of this age group will explore their innate gifts
while learning to navigate their time away from home. We provide full and part time offerings for your
child's individual needs. Children get to explore their natural surroundings and our community. They get
to use creative expression and authentic play as they learn and develop into a their sense of self and
innate gifts. Children will develop through various forms of play (please see our reference of the 16 ways
to play)
They are provided 2 snacks, one in the morning and afternoon plus a full nutritious vegan lunch. Our
weekly menu is posted on our communication board. They will also be having a rest period after lunch
with their own individual cot and stuffy from home.
The Village Pathways: Children from 4 years old to 13 years

This program is designed for our older learners, the children that don't fit in the box of a traditional
school setting. At The Village we are providing a family grouping for this age group, there are full time
and part time options to meet your families needs. For the homeschooling community this creates some
opportunities for socialization and supplemental learning. Children will be provided meaningful ways to
express their learning through; field trips, projects and through our community collective. Children will be
mentored to defining their authentic self and inspired to express their innate gifts or learning style. Our
children need amazing positive places that come in many forms. Children can strive when their needs are
met, and their feelings are validated. Families should have an option for care and not have to question
their job security because of the lack of options.
Children will have 2 snacks and a vegan lunch. children will have an opportunity to learn life skills while
helping preparing the snacks for the Roots children. They will learn empathy, patience and compassion
while learning within the same space of all the other children.
The Village Compass: Our Community Collective

Placement Students
The Community Collective provides mentoring and practice teaching experiences for Post Secondary
Students and High School Co-op Students to participate in our programs. The students and volunteers
however are not counted in the child/staff ratios and are never responsible for or left alone with the
children.
Special Guest and Volunteers
The Community Collective always appreciates and encourages special guest from our community to
share their gifts and talents. We love sharing space with their expertise and value their collaboration. We
also value the contributions of parent engagement towards the enrichment of our program. When
children see their parents in the educating role they have a sense of pride and this inspires their own
learning.
In addition all parents, volunteers, guest and students are required to comply with all of Mother Earth's
Policies and Procedures.

Hours of Operation:
The Village Roots
Monday to Friday
7:00 am to 6:00 pm
The Village Pathways
Monday to Friday
9:00 am to 3:30 pm (extended care available)
The Village Compass
Hours vary, as we host various family and children's based workshops. As
well as personal and professional development during the evenings and
weekends.
Quality Assurance Licensing
The programs at Mother Earth's Learning Village are inspected and licensed by the
Ministry of Education under the Child Care and Early Years Act (2014). The license is displayed
in the program for parents to view.

Quality Assurance
In addition to meeting all licensing requirements, Mother Earth's Learning Village
staff strive to stay current and implement best practices in Early Childhood Education,
Children's Wellness, Behavioural Management and Life Long Learning. Programs are
evaluated twice per year using recognized and validated rating scales.

Staff Professional Development and Personal Wellness
Staff is required to regulatory reflection and debriefing session to understand their own best
practices and well being. Staff has team building and a wellness initiative for a positive
mindset inside the workplace but also with their daily lives. Staff are encourage to use their
daily practices to model a healthy body, mindfulness, compassion and their connectivity to
ones self and each other.

"It takes a village to inspire authentic resilient humans." -The Village Vibes

Learning and Development
HOW DOES LEARNING HAPPEN?

The Village believes that children are curious, capable, competent and they learn best by pursuing
their own interests and goals in a inspiring learning environment. The educators view themselves as
co-learners with the children, listening carefully to children’s thoughts, connecting with their process,
providing materials and posing questions to allow children to explore, solve problems and draw
conclusions with the process of learning.
Children’s thinking and learning is recorded by educators through photographs and written
observation and shared within the program for the reflection and consideration of both children and
adults. Staff members use the document “How does Learning Happen? Ontario’s Pedagogy for the
Early Years” as set out by the Ministry of Education, as a guide in supporting developmentally
appropriate practice. This document includes expectations for programs centered on four
foundations that are considered to be key ingredients for optimal learning and healthy development.
These foundations are:
Belonging: Every child has a sense of belonging when they are connected to others and contributes to their world.
Early childhood programs cultivate authentic, caring relationships and connections to create a sense of belonging among and
between children, adults, and the world around them.
Well Being: Every child is developing a sense of self, health and well being.
Early childhood programs nurture children’s healthy development and support their growing sense of self
Engagement: Every child is an active and engaged learner who explores the world with body, mind ans senses.
Early childhood programs provide environments and experiences to engage children in active,creative, and meaningful
exploration, play, and inquiry
Expression: Every child is a capable communicator who expresses themselves in many ways.
Early childhood programs foster communication and expression in all forms.

Our Holistic Learning Approach
Children have the innate desire to ask questions and seek answers, to explore and discover, and learn
through their experiences. The Village supports learning through a connection and a focus on each
child's innate gifts. When children feel connected to their learning environment and the facilitators,
they are more inspired to create their own intentional learning experiences which increases the value
and meaning. When children initiate action and purpose, this intentional learning increases the
probability of a new skill being retain, within our working and long term memories. We believe that
children's feeling are valid and work towards finding the root behind children's emotions. We create
tools for them to work through all emotions to provide growth and perseverance. We model
acceptance, patience and compassion. We have all been children before therefore we value and
understand the children's journey to finding one's truest self. We believe developing into our truest
self will create, authentic meaning to our adult life.

Experiential and Adventure Learning
We believe at The Village that children retain meaningful learning through experiential and
adventure learning. These opportunities are created within our surrounding environment, our
Mother Earth and our community. We provide many field trips and opportunities to connect with
our neighbours and small businesses. Children create a sense of belonging within these
opportunities while experiencing hands on learning, connection to their home and families and
inspiring their own gifts and self worth. Children get to learn about different careers and
contributions our citizens make to our communities. Children get to imagine what their
contributions might look like one day. Children can create open discussions with other children
about where their learning can lead them and what connections they would like to have next. We
follow their leads and interests while taken into consideration the meaningful experiences children
can have walking around the neighbourhood, touring on the bus or exploring our back creeks and
woods.

Challenge by Choice
At The Village, we believe in the practice
of Challenge by Choice, where
students are presented with an opportunity
for growth through a challenge which
pushing them towards their own
empowerment. They are given
encouragement to decided how they will
participate and communicate their level of
comfortability with the activity. We encourage
students to challenge themselves and participate
fully in the experience at-hand, however we fully
respect their decision and their personalized level
of engagement.
All students are asked to add their contribution to the experience by finding a way to engage or
help the group’s efforts in a way that is meaningful and authentic for them. Creating a space
that reflects a Challenge by Choice environment enables students to feel comfortable
expanding their comfort zone by moving into their stretch or growth zone, without stepping into
their panic zone.

“If parents want to give their children a gift, the best thing they can do is to teach their children
to love challenges, be intrigued by mistakes, enjoy effort, and keep on learning. That way, their
children don’t have to be slaves of praise. They will have a lifelong way to build and repair their
own confidence.” Carol Dweck

Nutrition:
Our morning, afternoon snacks and lunch follow the daily requirements, Under the Canada Food Guide
but we provide alternatives to meat and dairy. Our staff has the appropriate food handling safety
requirements from Public Health and we adapt our menu to seasonal foods options. We do consume
our own food grown in our gardens and use local farmers to create a sustainability within our
community when the season allows. The children contribute to the menu and help prepare food items
when possible.
Food Allergies and Intolerance:
Even though, we are a vegan community we are compassionate to every families preferences and
sensitive to allergies and intolerance. We try to accommodate all of our families in attendance but are
open to families bringing in their children's own preferences if the menu does not meet their
requirements. These arrangements will be made prior to attendance and will be safety label in the
fridge for each individual child. As we will offer children the opportunity to try our menu we will have
this secondary food option. We plan our menu around children in our attendance and according to
allergies present at the time. ie: peanut. tree nuts, avocado, soy etc.
*As we do go out into the community and have many children with different eating habits, we take food
allergies very seriously. BUT, we can not guarantee what is out there in our community and
surrounding environment. Every child with a life threatening allergy will need to have an epi-pen on
hand and an Emergency Medical Plan prior to start date.*
Please make arrangements to create a plan for your child with our supervisor.
Health
Mother Earth's Learning Village uses the daily practice of health checks for the children in attendance.
As we provide a comforting place for children to rest and work through their emotions and unique
discomfort. We are not equipped to look after children that are too sick to continue to be safe within
the program. We encourage families to use their best discretion for their children as they know them
best. (ie. vomiting, high fever, inconsolable)
If children develop symptoms that deem them unable to participate families will be notify by phone
and arrangements can be made for children to be picked up.
Administration of Medication
This is based on a individual bases and a medical plan will be created for children that need daily
prescription medication with the time they are in attendance. We do advise when possible to try and
give children their medication at home. Prescription medication will be in a lock box and will following
Medication Administration Plan. *Please note with out a plan staff will not administer any medication.
Our staff will not give over the counter medication to any children unless otherwise stated in a Medical
Emergency Plan ie Antihistamine.

Staff will administered over the counter creams and topical items, provided by families, with a
written consent for ie sunscreens, bug spray and essential oils. Each family provides their own
individual sunscreen and bug spray, as The Village only uses mineral and essential oil based
products.

Anaphylaxis Policy
Staff must receive training on administration procedures from parents if a child has an
Epinephrine Auto-Injector (EpiPen.) Parents will be requested to complete the applicable
authorization forms and provide the staff with new medication prior to expiry. A child who has
been prescribed an Epi-Pen will not be admitted to the program without a current Epi-Pen.
Inhalers and EpiPens
School-age children may carry their own inhalers and EpiPens, according to Ministry guidelines.
Since it is important that this type of medication be easily accessible in an emergency, it will be
important that you discuss how this can be achieved with staff and with your child.

Immunization
Mother Earth's Learning Village is under the belief that every family has the right to choose which
vaccinations are right for each of their children. We have children within our community with
immune diseases, families conscience and religious beliefs towards their own choice and we do
not discriminate under the individual choice. As we encourage families to get educated and be
informed, we acknowledge their individual right. We do ask that families fill out the exempt to
vaccinate form as this will be placed in child's file. We will inform all families of any out break
or communicable diseases that has been found within our community.

Electronics
We encourage families to keep electronics at home, as we do take the opportunity for children to
learn about Appropriate Digital Citizenship we only have special days where devices are
encouraged. We do use adaptive devices to optimize children's learning and provide opportunities
to learn through typing, graphic design, movie making and book creation.
Comfort or Personal Items
Children are more than welcome to bring personal items but they will be responsible for these
items. The Village staff and volunteers will not be responsible if these items get lost or damaged.

What to wear?
At The Village, we use our whole body for learning and we are outside often. Please dress your
child in appropriate clothing depending on the weather. Think about a pair of rubber boots for
exploring the creek and a change of comfy shoes or grip socks for inside play. We often use
paint, walk in the mud and can get dirty, so a change of clothing and "Play Type" clothing is
recommended. Since, our weather can be unpredictable dressing in layers is also
recommended as the day can start cold then turn to hot and vice versa.
***Please label clothing***

Environmental Conditions
Please be advise that we are outdoors often, and are exposed to weather, bugs, smog, heat,
cold etc. We take everyday into consideration and choose according to many factors. We strive
for children's safety but also see the benefits of outdoor exploration and the freedom to move
and grow. Sometimes, we get caught in the rain or walk into some mucky water. Even though
we have great experiences outside, sometimes the conditions might not be favourable. On
these days we may be inside for everyone safety and joyful experience.

Items From Home
We believe that children find value in play and pride in their creations. We encourage home
connections and children having opportunities to share these connections. Please be advised
that we can't guarantee items won't be lost and we will use this time as a lesson in
responsibility for your child to learn natural consequences. Children's items should have there
name on it, and be appropriate for sharing and peer to peer engagement.
Adventurous or Risky Play
For children, outdoor play is a basic need and inherent to play. Risky play takes many different
shapes, but always involves pushing limits and comfort zones in a thrilling and exciting way.
It’s about testing oneself – and finding out what happens. During risky play, children not only
experience an element of danger – actual or perceived – but they also risk receiving the
potential benefits. Risky play is integral to whole-child development, well-being and health. It
helps children develop self-esteem, confidence and gross motor skills. Children gain
experience in helping one another and problem solving as a group. Risky play helps develop
physical literacy in children and foster cognitive skills while creating independent and social
skills.

Inclusion and Acceptance
We are an inclusive and accepting program and acknowledge every families unique composition. We accept
every child in their own developmental space and work with our families to provide the best learning
environment. We are made up of various backgrounds, religious and spiritual beliefs, neurodiversity and
disabilities. We work towards a future that accepts all genders, lifestyle choices and beliefs systems. We are
one on this beautiful place we call Mother Earth and we want us all to shine a bit brighter---together!
Behavioural management
With various backgrounds in Behavioural Management, Mindfulness and Meditation, Mental Health and
Special Education our staff, takes into consideration all areas of need and examines possible roots or triggers
of undesirable behaviours. We use Restorative Practice, Accountability and Positive Reinforcements to
encourage a positive and reflective mindset. By providing the space, tools and opportunity for children to
manage their own behaviours, we believe we can help children develop self-control, self-confidence, decision
making skills, and the ability to communicate their needs effectively. We value and respect each child's
individual emotions and ability to work through these feelings. We always consider the specific needs of the
child and want to ensure that The Village is a safe place where children can work through some big feelings, at
their own pace.
Prohibited Behaviour
We have a zero tolerance policy for any type of abuse (physical, verbal, sexual, neglect of child, corporal
punishment, etc). We maintain a safe environment for each child at all times and all employees, students and
volunteers are expected to ensure that no harm comes to any child. A child must not be humiliated,(physically
or verbally, through sarcasm, taunting, teasing, etc) at any time. Although we try to allow space for big feelings
to be worked out, there are occasions when a child may need to be sent home for the day. In the event that a
child needs to be sent home, parents/guardians will be notified immediately and expected to come and pick
up their child. There will not be a refund for the day.
This is a last end result and would only happen when all other ideas are exhausted. These behaviours include
and are not limited to:
1. Any of the above prohibited behaviours
2. Significantly impeding on other children’s experience or the ability for the program to be successful
3. Disregarding personal safety or putting others in danger; threatening others
4. Continued disrespect and failure to follow set limits
5. Running away or needing constant 1:1 supervision(unless otherwise programmed in safety plan)
We know that sometimes inappropriate behaviour can occur and we are willing to work through this with the help of the
parents/guardians. We reserve the right to ask at any time that a student not return, or take a break from the program. (please
see our Refund Policy)

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES ACT
In compliance with the Child and Family Services Act, any staff member or person who has reasonable grounds to suspect that a
child has suffered – or may be suffering from – abuse or neglect, must report the suspected abuse to the appropriate Children’s
Aid Society (CAS or CCAS). Under the Act, a ‘child’ is a person under the age of sixteen (16) and ‘abuse’ occurs if a person who is
providing care of the child causes or allows the child to suffer physical harm, emotional neglect or sexual interference.
Suspected abuse MUST be reported to CAS/CCAS by the staff member on the day the suspicion occurs. The Supervisor will also be
notified of the action taken. The CAS/CCAS will then commence an investigation as appropriate, and will contact the family,
Usually within 24 hours. CAS/CCAS will often ask the reporting teacher not to inform the family that a report has been made, as
this may interfere with the investigation

Registration and Fees
Registration
Parents interested in any of Mother Earth's Learning Village Programs are encouraged to set up a tour
with our supervisor. If parents are interested in one or more of our programs, they are required to fill in
the Registration Form, Pick up Policy and Financial Agreement for each of their children in attendance.
Fees are subject to change depending on an alternative programming and/or safety plan and will be
discussed and developed on an individual basis prior to registration.
Wait List
Children are put on the wait list from the date of inquiry, the wait list is updated every 3 months to
update information.
Fees
Fees are to be paid according to Financial Agreement via, e transfer at
motherearthlearningvillage@gmail.com
Fee schedule will be provided to parents when start date has been approved.
Childcare Subsidy
The City of Hamilton provides childcare subsidy to eligible families, depending on a family’s financial
situation. To find out more about Childcare Subsidy, please call 905-546-4870

Absence from the Programs
Our expenses from the program still have to be maintained in the event of a child's absence from the
program. Parents will still be required to pay for these absences. In the event of long term absence or
illness The Village will have a discussion on placing fees on hold or removal of child from the program
with parents. (ie holiday, hospital stay) Each case is based on an individual bases.

*Parents are required to pay for recognized holidays and snow closures*

Mother Earth's Learning Village recognizes the following Holidays and is closed.
Family Day
Canada Day
Christmas Eve

Good Friday
Civic Holiday
Christmas Day

Easter Monday
Labour Day
New Years Eve

Victoria Day
Thanksgiving
New Years Day

****Tax Receipts will be provided in February ****

The Village Pathways Program Shuts down for two Family Breaks and Peer Connection
For one week during the March Break and for 2 weeks during Christmas Vacation. This provides
children time with family and can spend time with their peer groups, different camps or programs.
Parents are not required to pay for these closures.
Snow Closures and Cancellation
We do our very best to ensure the safety of all our staff and children in attendance during the winter
months. But, we also consider the inconvenience of every family that is using our program when
Mother Nature shows her power. As it is ultimately your choice whether to keep your children home
due to the weather or road conditions. We try our very best to open and stay open, when we safety
can do so. We will work together with our staff and family to secure our location. We might have a
late start or early dismissal. Any closures or cancellation will be provided to families on our
Facebook Group and Text Message prior to 630 am or when needed.
***Tax Receipts are Given in February***
Late Pick Up Fees
Children become anxious when parents are late and as well understand that parents can be late
sometimes due to traffic, their job etc. We do have to be mindful of our Staff members and
their other commitments after work. Please be advise to promptly inform The Village if you are
going to be late. Please try your very best to arrange pick up before 6:00 pm for The Roots Program
and 3:30 for The Pathways Program.
If you are late picking up your child, you will be charged a late fee of $5.00 per child, for every 15
minutes expired beyond the closing time. The amount of the late fee will be billed to you by the
Supervisor and must be paid within three days. This charge is paid directly as an overtime expenses
to staff members who are required to stay beyond their regular shift.
Notice of Withdrawal
Parents are required to provide the Supervisor with two (2) weeks written notice of a child’s
withdrawal from the program. Should the family wish to register the same child at a later date, they
would need to go through the registration process again and be added to our wait list if need be.
The Village staff will do everything possible to ensure that our programs work well for all the
children who are registered. This includes making program adjustments and working with parents
and members of other professions, when authorized by parents. In rare instances where it is not
possible to accommodate a child's needs using the steps above, staff will provide parents with two
(2) weeks notice and work with them to find alternate and more suitable child care arrangements.
The Village staff strive to create an environment of mutual respect between themselves and
families. Every effort will be made to accommodate family needs and work in partnership with
parents. Parents and families are expected to treat staff with respect.

Parent's Notes

Resources and References
Holistic Education
http://holisticeducation.net/visitors.htm

Challenge by Choice: Quick Reference Guide
https://www.birmingham.k12.mi.us/cms/lib/MI01908619/Centricity/Domain/991/Challenge%2
0by%20Choice.pdf
How does learning happen? Quick Reference Guide
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/childcare/EducatorsEn.pdf
16 Different Types of Play: Quick Reference
https://www.encourageplay.com/blog/16-different-types-of-play
Childhood Somatic Complaints
https://openaccesspub.org/jbtm/article/359
Vaccine Exemptions Forms
http://www.forms.ssb.gov.on.ca/mbs/ssb/forms/ssbforms.nsf/FormDetail?
OpenForm&ACT=RDR&TAB=PROFILE&SRCH=1&ENV=WWE&TIT=exemption+immunization&N
O=010-3041E
Information on Vaccine Exemptions in Day Cares
https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/exemptions/ontarios-day-nurseries-act/
Adventurous "Risky Play" Play
https://outsideplay.ca/
Restorative Practice
https://www.iirp.edu/restorative-practices/defining-restorative/

"Don't just catch your dreams,
live them."
-The Village Vibes

